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FESTIVAL 10

F R A N C E

Good MorninG, 
Mr Gershwin
CoMpaGnie Montalvo-hervieu 

WHEN 

Friday 26 – sunday 28, February

this performance is 1 hour 20 minutes  
with no interval

WHERE

his Majesty’s theatre

Supported by

Choreography by  José Montalvo and dominique hervieu

MusiC by  George Gershwin

Mansour abdessadok, arthur Benhamou, Marie-priska Caillet, Katia Charmeaux, emeline 
Colonna, nicolas Fayol, Blaise Kouakou, Mélanie lomoff, Christelle nazarin, sabine novel, 
p.lock, Karla pollux and alex tuy dit rotha

note: video element contains nudity

5 FeB–1 MarCh
iMMerse YourselF

perthfestival.com.au
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Good MoRNiNG, MR. GERSHWiN
A José Montalvo and dominique Hervieu production

Choreography José Montalvo and dominique Hervieu
staging and video design José Montalvo
Costumes dominique Hervieu assisted by Siegrid Petit-imbert
Music George Gershwin
sound Creation Catherine Lagarde
Clarinet solo Renaud Pion
Lighting Vincent Paoli

Created with and interpreted by
Mansour Abdessadok, Arthur Benhamou, Marie-Priska Caillet, 
Katia Charmeaux, Emeline Colonna, Clarisse doukpe, Nicolas 
Fayol, Blaise Kouakou,  Mélanie Lomoff, Christelle Nazarin, 
Sabine Novel, P.Lock, Karla Pollux, Alex Tuy dit Rotha 

artistic assistant Vincent Rafis
Video assistants Pascal Minet and Etienne Aussel
graphics Franck Chastanier, Sylvain decay, Amel El Kamel,  
Clio Giovagni, Michel Jaen Montalvo and Valérie Toumayan
Choreographic assistants Joëlle iffrig and Roberto Pani
Chief project Yves Favier

Co-production
Théâtre National de Chaillot, Centre Chorégraphique National 
de Créteil et du Val-de-Marne/Compagnie Montalvo-hervieu, Le 
grand Théâtre de Luxembourg, La biennale de la Danse de Lyon, 
Le Théâtre National de bretagne, het Musiktheater – amsterdam, 
MC2: grenoble, La Maison des arts de Créteil, Le Théâtre-scène 
Nationale de Narbonne, L’espace Jean Legendre – Théâtre de 
Compiègne

With the kind authorisation of the Lyon Opera House for the use 
of elements of the Porgy and Bess production – Lyon 2008

ABouT THE CREATioN oF Good MoRNiNG,
MR GERSHWiN, 2008

‘What luck to be twenty in the twenties in New york,’ enthused 
ernest hemingway, a great admirer for george gershwin. Those 
were the gershwin years – he was the new american musical 
genius. New york, the symbol of the american cityscape, provided 
the inspiration for george gershwin’s urban art. The effervescence 
of modernisation, of industrialisation, of speed became the rhythm 
of his music. The city’s continual transformations would have a 
profound influence on his work, especially the buildings that were 
starting to rise ever higher into the sky above the city in a rush, as 
he put it, of ‘emotion and reason’.

This collaboration between Montalvo-hervieu and gershwin is a 
dialogue between a virtuoso artist who charmed america with his 
music and gave it its tempo and a production that brings in the 
rhythms and aesthetics of the 21st century. The choreographers 
pay tribute to the free-thinking and cultivated gershwin, who was 
knowledgeable about the great european avant-garde movements 
and who incorporated, transformed, Gershwinised everything he 
heard. borrowing from a variety of disciplines, making cunning 
use of the classical repertoire, remixing, redistributing, pasting 
and plugging, gershwin’s work wove a tight fabric out of a huge 
number of references – jazz and its arias, Debussy and gospel, 
african songs and the Jewish liturgy … Thus it’s only a short step 
from the syncretic art of george gershwin to Montalvo-hervieu’s 
art of blending – a step outside any normative theory of art, a step 
towards a multiplication of possibilities and towards everything 
that increases our sense of being alive.

george gershwin believed in the virtues of art that was light but 
profound, virtuoso but challenging, bright but also complex. From 
the very beginning of his career, he talked about the mission of 
popular art and took part in some of the first ever taped recordings 
and the first radio broadcasts … José Montalvo and Dominique 
hervieu draw on the sources of american entertainment – 
the broadway musicals and hollywood movies of the 1930s 
– constantly crossing over between major and minor forms 
of art, between high culture and traditions, and continuously 
reinventing the established hierarchies of registers and discourses. 
To make this permeability between registers of dance and music 
perceptible, the soundtrack to the production alternates the 
composer’s songs with ‘serious music’, giving great prominence to 
live song, slam poetry, tap dancing and percussion music from the 
‘shim shams’ of the savoy.

There are therefore many veiled references to the roaring 
Twenties in this all-musical, all-dancing show that nothing can 
interrupt … gershwin already understood this almost a century 
ago: there are certain shows that set the imagination ticking and 
help us dream of the world we would like to live in, because they 
allow our perception of things to shift and bestow our eyes with a 
benevolent intelligence.

Vincent Rafis 
Artistic Assistant
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The Works: dANCE + iMAGES

productions by Compagnie Montalvo-hervieu – performed 
throughout a national and international network of theatres 
that regularly program contemporary dance – are of a size to 
accommodate audiences of around 1,000 people. Despite the 
fact that long runs of performances are rare in the world of dance, 
and that even successful companies seem to be subject to this 
rule, Compagnie Montalvo-hervieu have been doing runs of ten 
performances in paris, Lyon, rennes and grenoble since 2001.
These long runs are supplemented by single performances or 
shorter runs at a large number of other theatres outside paris 
and abroad. at an international level, Compagnie Montalvo-
hervieu put on nearly 30% of their performances outside France 
(50 performances on average per year) and are invited to the 
most prestigious international festivals: New york, hong Kong, 
Melbourne, berlin, amsterdam …

it is not so much the impressive list of countries, capital cities 
and performance dates of the different productions that counts, 
but rather the fact that the company’s work is shown in places 
renowned for their excellence (Wuppertal, the b.a.M. in New york, 
the barbican Centre in London, romaeuropa Festival, etc), as 
well as in less hallowed venues. at a time when theatre directors 
are still – and always – reluctant to put on dance, Compagnie 
Montalvo-hervieu appear to have carved out a permanent niche 
for themselves, for their shows attract an increasingly large 
audience. The special nature of how the company’s shows are 
put on is also down to the great loyalty shown by those theatres 
that have programmed the company’s work since Paradis. several 
productions have also involved international co-productions 
(rome, London, Luxemburg, amsterdam).

it has become clear over the last ten years that these works are 
special in the way they are immediately appropriated by the widest 
and most varied audiences. one of the company’s strengths 
undoubtedly lies in their ability to express a quintessential spirit 
of openness and a trans-cultural vision of French society, this 
country of the arts, of respect for difference and with a vocation 
for universality.

dANCE

Montalvo-hervieu’s choreography grows out of an art of mixing, 
a métissage of styles. They are aware that every way of using 
your body is an expression of a mental state and of pleasure, and 
therefore they gather and integrate dances from many different 
cultures into their work. it is one of their creative principles to 
help the particular identity of each dancer emerge within a trans-
cultural artistic project.

iMAGES

Technological imagery – with the possibilities of projecting, editing 
and pasting it provides – allows them to invent a tangible world in 
which the images entertain a malicious dialogue with the body in 
all the immediacy of its physical presence, its bodily and sensual 
weight. This juxtaposition gives rise to utterly original moments 
of poetry, beauty, humour and turmoil. Without ever dwelling too 
long, it challenges the slippery, unreal borders between reality and 
its representations.

MEMoRY ANd iNVENTioN

The choreographers accept the challenge of working on memory 
and blending different historical periods as a means of articulating 
artistic references from the past within a modern-day work; this is 
their way of creating space for the accidents of invention. so, on 
stage, one sees a classical dancer dancing to hip-hop, an iranian 
musician playing an age-old tune for an electric break-dancer or a 
flamenco dancer confronted with the beat of Vivaldi...
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dominique Hervieu – the early years

born in Coutances in 1962, Dominique 
hervieu has been avidly absorbing 
movement since she was six. after her first 
love of gymnastics, dance became her 
new object of passion – classical dance 
to start with, which she practised for 12 
years, mostly with Michèle Latini, and then 
contemporary dance with peter goss, 
alwin Nicolaïs, then hervé Diasnas, with 

whom she was to remain until the creation of Mort d’un papillon.

During the subsequent years, she won several international awards 
for her solo performances, including the Concours de Nyon in 
1986, Danse à paris in 1986, Concours chorégraphique de Cagliari 
in 1988 and first prize for feminine interpretation at the Concours 
international de Danse de paris that same year for La Demoiselle 
de Saint-Lô.

José Montalvo – the early years

José Montalvo’s studies of art history and 
Fine arts led him to idolise Dadaism and 
its innumerable inventions, developing 
a passion for artists whose creative 
effervescence sprang from the mixing of 
languages.

Concurrently with his studies, he took up 
dancing with american Jerome andrews 
and with Françoise and Dominique Dupuy, 

disciples of the ‘expressionist’ choreographer Jean Weidt. he 
danced in their company, Les ballets Modernes de paris, and 
further enriched his skills with Carolyn Carlson, Lucinda Childs, 
alwin Nikolaïs and Merce Cunningham.

José Montalvo’s early works were short playful pieces – 
choreographic aphorisms, transient mini-narratives of danced 
emotions, in turn futile, erotic, tragic or comic, for which he was 
awarded several international prizes: at the Nyon competition in 
switzerland (1986); in paris (1987); and in Cagliari, italy (1988). his 
creations were interpreted by dancer Dominique hervieu, which 
prompted the artistic adventure and profound rapport that gave 
birth to the Compagnie Montalvo-hervieu in 1988.

dominique Hervieu and José Montalvo – history together 

in 1981 Dominique hervieu met José Montalvo and together they 
followed an inclination for research and improvisation. between 
1982 and 1985 they created an original style of movement, or 
gestuelle, characterised by fluidity, swiftness and precision, which 
became the signature of their distinct work.

in 1988 the profound artistic rapport between the two gave 
birth to the Compagnie Montalvo-hervieu. From 1991 to 1998 
Dominique was both principal dancer and José’s assistant for all of 
the company’s choreographic creations, which included Podebal, 
Hollaka Hollala, La Gloire de Jérôme A, Pilhaou Thibaou and 
Paradis in international tours to New york, London, hong Kong, 
seoul and beijing.

Their career together has seen many highlights: 

in 1998 they were jointly appointed directors of the Centre 
Chorégraphique National de Créteil et du Val-de-Marne. 

in 2000, for the opening of the 53rd Cannes international Film 
Festival, they created the commissioned piece Variation au 
Paradis. That same year Dominique was appointed Director of the 
young audience project and artistic advisor at the Théâtre National 
de Chaillot.  

in 2001 the pair were jointly awarded the title of Chevalier des arts 
et des Lettres and won a Laurence olivier award for Le Jardin Io Io 
Ito Ito for best dance show of the year. and in 2006 received the 
prix Choréographique de la saCD.

other highlights include choreographing and directing Jean-
philippe rameau’s opera Les Paladins, which was nominated 
for a Laurence olivier award and toured widely, and creating a 
number of new dance pieces, including On Danse and its variation 
for a younger audience La Bossa Fataka de Rameau, as well as 
a documentary film, La Danse, L’Art de la Rencontre. The film 
was awarded the grand prix golden prague at the 44th prague 
international Television Festival.

 in 2008 Dominique and José Montalvo created two highly 
contrasting works to do with george gershwin: Porgy and Bess, 
performed at the opéra National de Lyon; and Good Morning, Mr 
Gershwin, created for the opening of the biennale de la Danse in 
Lyon.

also in 2008 they were appointed Directors of the Théâtre 
National de Chaillot.

THE WoRKS oF CoMPAGNiE MoNTALVo-HERViEu 

Double Trouble (with film-maker Michel Coste) 

Hollaka Hollala 

La Gloire de Jérôme A

La Mitrailleuse en Etat de Grace

Pilhaou Thibaou

Les Surprises de Mnemosyne

Paradis 

Le Jardin Io Io Ito Ito

Babelle Heureuse

Le Rire de la Lyre 

Variation au Paradis

Les Paladins 

On Danse 

La Bossa Fataka de Rameau

Porgy and Bess

Good Morning, Mr Gershwin
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AEG oGdEN (PERTH) PTY LTd

Chief executive rodney M phillips
general Manager Corporate services glenn hall
general Manager Food & beverage Kyllie graham
Maintenance Manager Tim reardon
Marketing & Development Manager Narelle Thompson
publicist  irene Jarzabek
Marketing Coordinator olivia Ford
executive assistant to the Chief executive Julie bright
Financial and systems accountant Natalie Matsie
assets & Compliance accountant aleatha Lin
accounts payable anne Fallens
accounts receivable Kristy butchart
personnel administrator anne ellul

PERTH THEATRE TRuST

Chairman Dr saliba sassine
general Manager alan Ferris
Trustees peter alexander
 rob butler
 Janet Davidson
 allanah Lucas
 Jenny McNae
 Marian Tye
his Majesty’s Theatre  
Foundation Director patria Jafferies
his Majesty’s Theatre  
Foundation project Director sophie hamdorf

HiS MAJESTY’S THEATRE
is managed by aeg ogden (perth) pty Ltd Venue Manager for the 
perth Theatre Trust Venues

HiS MAJESTY’S THEATRE

general Manager rodney M phillips
Deputy general Manager belinda Dunbar
Technical Manager ian studham
assistant Technical Manager shona Treadgold
operations Manager Lizzie Coles
administrator Julianna Noonan
accounts officer Jessica McCallum
Maintenance officer Ken Thomas
head electrician Matthew Nankivell
head Mechanist Matt Norman
head Flyman  steven Campbell
head audio  sebastian Marks
board operator Kyle brockman
archivist  ivan King
stage Door Keeper helen gortmans/peter Zappa
booking office supervisor Jenny Franklin
Front of house Managers anna Locke/Meg Delahoy
  sherry McNamara/Lorraine rice
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Albany Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Albany Public Library
Brett & Annie Fogarty
Deville's Pad
Fremantle Press
Friends of the Festival
Fusion H20 
Hanover Bay Studio Apartments 
Howard + Heaver Architects
Instant Products Group
Murdoch Books
Must Winebar
Oranje Tractor Wines
Perth Convention Bureau 
RTRFM 92.1
Scribe Publications
State Library of Western Australia
The Brisbane Hotel
The Drum Media Perth
The Marketing Centre
The Naked Bean Coff ee Roasters
The University Club of Western Australia
Transperth
Western Australian Museum, Albany
writingWA 
X-Press Magazine

FOUNDER

MAJOR SPONSORS

PUBLIC FUNDING PARTNERS

INTERNATIONAL FUNDING BODIES SPARKLING WINE SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

PARTNERS

PRINCIPAL SPONSORS

PREMIER SPONSORS

This event powered by

Peter and Tracey Bacich
Zelinda Bafi le
Brans Antiques and Art
Peter Briggs
Peter and Yvonne Burns
Jock Clough and Bobbie Salmon
Dr David Cooke
Grant and Cathy Donaldson 
Marco D’Orsogna 
Murray and Louise Etherington

MEDICI SPONSORS
PRIVATE GIVING PROGRAM DONORS
Zelinda Bafi le
Emeritus Professor Cora Baldock
Bernard and Jackie Barnwell
Sue Boyd
Henk and Ellen Broerse
Janette Brooks
Coral Carter
John Chandler and Barbara Whittle
Michael Chaney

Adrian and Mechela Fini
Annie and Brett Fogarty
Graham Forward and Jacqui Gilmour 
Dale Harper and Derek Gascoine
Terry Grose and Rosemary Sayer
Mack and Evelyn Hall
Sue and Peter Harley
Kerry Harmanis
Maxine Howell-Price
Adrian Iredale 
Ironbridge Property
Adam Lenegan
Michele MacKellar
John and Elizabeth Mair
Michael and Jo Malone 
Michael and Sallie Manford
McCusker Charitable Foundation
Murray and Suzanne McGill
Ian Middlemas
Michael Murphy and Craig Merrey
John and Helen Owenell
Mimi and Willy Packer
Richard Payne and Cim Sears
Philip Griffi  ths Architects 
Pearl Proud
Marijana Ravlich
Bill Repard and Jane Prendiville
Dr Sam and Dee Rogers
Sally Savini
Jackie and Gary Steinepreis
Craig Suttar
Dr Phillip and Jill Swarbrick
Rodney and Penelope Thompson
Thompson Estate
Joe and Debra Throsby
Tim and Chris Ungar
R and B Vegas
Melvin Yeo
Ashley and Anita Zimpel
Anonymous (2)

Dr David Cooke
Joanne Cruickshank
David Griffi  ths
Dr Des Gurry
Suzanne Hicks
James and Freda Irenic
Janet King
Peter Mallabone
Nick Mayman and Wendy Wise
Gaye and John McMath
Mary Napier
Alison O’Dwyer
Margaret O’Halloran
Clare Phillips
Imelda Reiss
Andrea Shoebridge
K Simmer
Dr Maureen Smith
Professor Fiona Stanley
Jill Stuart
Tuite Family
Diana Warnock
Dr Heather Whiting and Richard Hatch
Justice Christine Wheeler
Margaret Whitter
Michael Wise
Anonymous (12)
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